
Fatal Error Has Been Fixed
Thank goodness.  I would hate to think that one of our annual
April the 1st glitches actually stuck!  I love April Fools
Day!  I got the three co-workers today.  I got the boss
although she promised that I would  need to find another place
of employment if I had.

Because I had to work this morning, I recorded The Price is
Right.  Not something I usually do but since inheriting the
microphone, Drew has had brilliant shows on April first and
today was no exception.  Last year, “Mimi” served as a model
on the show.  This year, she was the new “Executive Producer”
and promised to keep an eye on the host to see if he made any
mistakes.  She was very helpful in particular with his trouble
with names.

A few of the games were hysterical:  In Plinko Pat had to
determine the correct number for a Snuggie (sorry, not $50+),
a Club (one of those anti-auto-theft devices), a chia pet, and
(what else) THE CLAPPER!  She only missed on the snuggie and
ended up winning $11,000.

Pick-a-Pair saw Pat needing to pick the two grocery items that
were  priced  exactly  the  same.   Halloween  ready  to  bake
cookies, Christmas Ziploc containers, St. Pat’s Day garland,
Valentine conversation hearts, New Years party poppers, and
Count Chocula.

And  finally,  the  showcase  saw  Pat  and  Pat  going  for  two
fabulous showcases. And not to spoil the surprise, but…. PAT
WON!  Of course, they both could have gone over.

https://www.tangents.org/holiday/fatal-error-has-been-fixed/


OK… Have We Been Had?
Ok… I’m not sure, but when I attempted to access my tangents
site the normal way, I came across a message that stated that
the domain name tangents.org is for sale.  After some trial
and error, I was able to make my way here to post on the
weirdness of the day.

It started this morning when I watched the April Fools Day
episode  of  The  Price  is  Right  featuring  a  very  special
surprise guest and gags galore.

While walking to work at 11:55AM, I noticed that the clock at
the bank read 12:55PM… funny.

While at work, the manager called and asked me if I would come
in an hour early tomorrow as the truck was going to be early. 
Why would I come in an hour early on Wednesday I said.?  She
actually took me seriously and thought that it really was
Tuesday instead of Wednesday.  HAHA!

Later, an apparent wrong number called and asked to speak with
Monica.  I replied that I am  Monica and we carried on a two
minute conversation until I could not come up with any more
believable conversation.  Thank goodness the caller was good
hearted and played along.

That was all until I got home and found out that our domain
was for sale.  I guess we will see what happens tomorrow.  I
can post, but can my readers find my posts?

https://www.tangents.org/holiday/ok-have-we-been-had/
https://tangents.org
https://youtube.com/embed/HjX6DlFQxPk


Forehand  to  Forehead  –  And
Then Some
And now for some youtube fun:

VIDEO 1: Bloody Tennis Tantrum

https://www.tangents.org/uncategorized/forehand-to-forehead-and-then-some/
https://www.tangents.org/uncategorized/forehand-to-forehead-and-then-some/
https://youtube.com/embed/0AEfCQxVmxM


WHO: Mikhail Youzhny, a professional tennis player
WHAT: Tennis racket vs. forehead
WHEN: Monday, March 31, 2008
WHERE: Sony Ericsson Open – Key Biscayne, FL
WHY: ?????
COMMENTS: If you are bored by tennis, the real fun starts
about 30 seconds into the video.  Make sure you listen to the
announcers’ commentary on the incident – hilarious!

VIDEO 2: Drunk Hamster

https://youtube.com/embed/lpHCamZB3KA


WHO: Someone’s poor (?) hamster
WHAT: repeatedly doing flips
WHEN: Not important
WHERE: The Hamster’s cage
WHY: Is he really drunk?
COMMENTS: I don’t condone cruelty to animals, of course, but
this is so funny…  And he seems to be doing it because he
really LIKES doing it.  He doesn’t seem to be getting hurt. 
The theme song works well with the action.

Video 3: The Price is Right April Fool’s Day Joke

https://youtube.com/embed/PkWMH6CuV1w


WHO: Drew Carey and Rich Fields vs. a contestant named Lisa
WHAT: A contestant bids on a fake showcase
WHEN: April Fool’s Day 2008
WHERE: Los Angeles, CA
WHY: April Fool’s Day prank
COMMENTS: I can’t believe the contestant didn’t get the joke
earlier…   guess  she  was  distracted  by  being  on  tv,  that
happens.  Wish I could hear what the audience was saying
during the prank!  Were they giving her bids, telling her it
was a joke, what?

A Fool Such as I
Since October, Drew Carey has done his best filling the shoes
of  Bob  Barker  as  host  of  the  longest-running  gameshow  in
daytime history, The Price is Right. Six months later, he is
still attempting to find his nitche. I do watch a few times a
week. Today was one of those days.

The showcase was one of the most memorable ever. The first
showcase had as the top prize a trip to Singapore which was
passed on to contestant number two. The second showcase was a
masterful stroke of foolishness.

The first prize was something known as a statointellicator. It
appeared to be a prop box full of multicolored switches and
doodads which also was useful as a jello mold.

Prize number two was a transrebounder. I have no idea what
that device was even supposed to be used for but it looked
ridiculous.

Finally, the piece de resistance was a trip to the country of
Baguslovania. The contestant would be flown via OSD whose

https://www.tangents.org/tv-shows-movies/a-fool-such-as-i/


tagline is : The airline that gets you there…. although it may
not be the cleanest. While in Baguslovania, the lucky winner
would  dine  on  hasty  tripe  tarts  and  take  in  breathtaking
vistas such as short site tower and no where palace. I wonder
if Baguslovania is anywhere near Liswathistan.

After the showcase was presented, Drew let everyone in on the
joke by announcing that the show would be aired on April 1st
and unveiled the real prize.

I attempted to find the clip to post but only was able to find
the climax of the game. But little touches like this make for
entertaining moments on any show.

catch the showcase here

April Fool’s!
Another April Fool’s Day is upon us unfortunately.  I usually
escape the day unscathed, but this year, that is not the
case.   Seems  some  clever  “hacker”  decided  to  “get”
us tangents.org bloggers with false threats of blog erasures…

I did not think it was funny.  Maybe I’m not a good sport, but
the joke hit where it hurt – how many valuable documents;
including  pictures,  diaries,  even  my  oldest  daughter’s
electronic  baby  book,  have  I  lost  due  to  computer
malfunctions?  I’m not saying my blogs are valuable, but I
have spent lots of time on them.  They’ve also essentially
replaced my family diary I was keeping since I now put most of
my kids milestones in my blogs…

But I guess most people get a kick out of the day.  Drew Carey
even got into the spirit today on The Price is Right.  They

https://youtube.com/embed/PkWMH6CuV1w
https://www.tangents.org/uncategorized/april-fools/


put in a joke showcase and were going to make some poor lady
bid on a trip to Lebanon or someplace!  I was half-watching,
wish I had seen the whole thing, it seemed hilarious.  But
anyway, I hope others are better sports than I, and they
find the blog prank funny.  And I’m sorry to the gleeful
jokester who really wanted to have some fun at my expense
before I spoiled it.  Maybe I’m just a spoiled sport because I
can’t think of any good pranks myself.  But now that I know
the playing field is wide open and I have a whole year to
think about it, stay away from me this year and WATCH OUT for
me next year �

The Price is WRONG, Bit…
You know I’m not going to finish that sentence…  if you’ve
seen Happy Gilmore, you know how it ends, anyway.  If not,
rent it if you like comedies, it’s a good one.  In case you
haven’t noticed, I watch a lot of tv.  Actually, I don’t
really watch it, I just leave it on to listen to while I
putter around the house doing various chores and tending to
children all day…  it’s nice to hear adults talking, even if
they aren’t talking to me – I can pretend.  Anyway, I usually
have The Price is Right on in my laundry room for my parrot –
it’s his favorite show.  He likes to imitate the AWWW noise
the audience makes when they get something wrong.  I’m getting
used to Drew Carey.  He’s no Bob Barker, but he is finally
becoming less nervous and getting in the groove of the show –
or so I thought.  The other day when I started this post – it
got POSTponed (HA) because the baby and I have been under the
weather – Drew was a little “off”.  The opening prize was a
train set, and he goes, what do you want to bid for that
chainsaw?  As he admitted, he didn’t even look at the prize! 
Then later on, he called one of the models Rachel Ray.  Funny

https://www.tangents.org/pets/the-price-is-wrong-bit/


stuff – and though it might seem like I have too much time on
my hands, I beg to differ.


